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Analysis of dynamic properties of the PRT vehicle-track system
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Abstract. The paper presents the issue of modelling the system of the PRT vehicle – track. The PRT – Personal Rapid Transit concept is
defined as an innovative transport system composed of small vehicles (3–5 persons) moving on the light infrastructure situated at a height
of above 5 meters above the ground. This is a system that combines the features of individual and public transport. An important feature of
this system is the implementation of the transport approach known as the ‘point to point’ rule that is to say between the initial and the final
stop the vehicle does not stop at the intermediate stops. The vehicle has no driver. Routing choice and collision avoidance are performed
through a complex computer system.
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1. Introduction

The subject of the article is the dynamics of a PRT vehi-
cle. As indicated in the abstract, the PRT [1, 2] concept is
the new transport system which belongs to the class of APM
& ATS systems (Automated People Movers and Automated
Transit System) [3, 4]. Recently PRT vehicles and systems
have been identified with the term PodCar [5]. It should be
noted that such systems may be undertaken in very different
ways in terms of design solutions. Work on the construction
of this system has also been launched at the Warsaw Uni-
versity of Technology. This work is being undertaken within
the Eco-Mobility project financed by the Innovative Economy
Operational Programme. This paper focuses on the analysis
of the dynamic behaviour which is examined in several stages
(iteratively):

1. On the basis of the designers’ idea, a construction of a
full-scale model and analysis by performing computer sim-
ulations.

2. Determining the parameters of the system in a scale and
the construction of physical model in a scale. The simula-
tion testing of a scale model and testing of a physical scale
model.

3. On the basis of the conclusions from performing the points
1 and 2, the simulation testing of a full-scale model (pre-
ceded by verification tests and after performing the point
4 proceeded by validation of simulation model).

4. The construction of the physical model in a full scale and
experimental studies.

In general, the points 1–4 are carried out iteratively. Some
of the concepts used in this paper should be explained. What
is called a generic model is an idealized model which results
from the analysis of the physical model or of a concept of
this model. This idealized model consists of discrete mass-
es (including their distribution) and reacting elements, etc.
The important decisions regarding the nature of this mod-
el are made at this stage already. In this work an arbitrary

decision has been taken, that the model deals with lumped
parameters, determined and continuous in time. Based on the
generic model, a mathematical model is being built and then
a simulation model (which is a representation of the model
in a specific programming environment, such as C, Matlab,
etc.). In this case, the operations are done automatically us-
ing MBS (MultiBody Systems) packages, more specifically
using SIMMechanics software running in the environment of
Matlab ver 13. Additionally, for analysis of the contact forces
between the polyurethane wheels of the PRT vehicle and the
track, the package DefTire has been used (his strategy was al-
so used in the vehicle dynamics studies [6,7]). Such a strategy
for analysis of the dynamic properties of the vehicle is dictated
by the important substantive and economic considerations:

a) The construction of the experimental track to a scale 1:1
is very expensive, however at the stage of vehicle certifi-
cation it is required. The construction of a scale 1:4 would
be certainly less expensive.

b) Tests to scale, if carried out properly, allow to draw con-
clusions about the full scale design.

c) In the simulation tests targeted at the implementation, the
ability to make rapid changes not only for the design para-
meters but also for the design structure itself, is of funda-
mental importance - hence the use of MBS packages.

Achieving all of the aforementioned points is a very com-
plex and time consuming process. In the current stage of the
project, a full scale vehicle model has been constructed. The
construction of an experimental track (which is the most ex-
pensive) has yet to be done. This paper focuses on the prob-
lems contained in point 2, more precisely on the problems
related to the construction and testing of a scale 1:4 simula-
tion model (the geometric scale). As already mentioned, it is
an important element in the test programme on the dynam-
ics of the PRT vehicle. The results of simulation studies on
parametric sensitivity of the model of the real dimensions 1:1
presented in [11].
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1.1. Physical object. Scale model. Carrying out point 1 has
led to the carrying out the process of scaling and constructing
a scale physical model shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Physical PRT model in 1:4 scale

The similarity scales result from the principles of simi-
larity which are fully described in the literature, concerning
for example the scale tests of ocean – going vessels. In com-
parison with mechanical objects such as the rail vehicle, the
method used is described in details in [8]. In relation to the
PRT vehicle analysed, the authors present this method in de-
tail in [9]. This is just summarised as follows:

An initial point for defining the relation of similarity is de-
termining a length scale coefficient and the general conditions.
These conditions are listed below, where kl is determined as
the scale coefficient for the l length and kt as the scale coef-
ficient for t time, wherein the full-size length is determined
with index “1” and the length of scale model – with index
“0”.

kl = l1/l0, kt = t1/t0. (1)

Using the above coefficients, a scale coefficient has been de-
termined for the kA cross-section, kV volume, kv velocity and
ka acceleration.

kA = k2

l , kV = k3

l , kv = kl/kt, ka = kl/k
2

t . (2)

For the density ρ, the scale coefficient is respectively:

kρ = ρ1/ρ0. (3)

Then the scale coefficients for km mass, kI moment of inertia,
kF inertia forces, respectively:

km = kρ ∗ k3

l , kI = km ∗ k2

l ,

kF =
m1 ∗ a1

m0 ∗ a0

= km ∗ ka =
kρk

4

l

k2
t

(4)

and for the frequency the result is:

kf = 1/kt. (5)

The purpose of constructing the model is to replicate dy-
namic behaviour in the vehicle movement on a linear and
a curved track, in the range of acceleration, whilst passing
through the junction and in a braking operation.

In general, the basic equation of motion is expressed as
a balance of forces acting on the system, for a similarity, a
scale coefficient kF should be determined for all the forces
included in Eq. (6).

mẍ+ cẋ+ kx = F (6)

in a polar coordinate system the equation (7) is obtained cor-
responding to

Iθ̈ + cT θ̇ + kT θ = T, (7)

where m – weight, I – moment of inertia, c, cT – damp-
ing coefficients, k, kT – coefficients of elasticity, F – forces
acting, T – torque applied.

Correspondingly, for the scale model this gives:

mẍ

(

kmkl

k2
t

)

+ cẋ

(

kckl

kt

)

+ kx (kkkl) = F (kF ), (8)

(

kmkl

k2
t

)

=

(

kckl

kt

)

= (kkkl) = (kF ). (9)

Using the above defined scale coefficients the dependencies
(10) and (11) are obtained, the results of which provide the
comparisons for the scale model.

k4

l = kckl = kkkl = kF , (10)

kc = k3

l , kk = k3

l , kF = k4

l . (11)

To obtain a full similarity, it is necessary to obtain the
scaling coefficients for the forces, acting in the contact be-
tween wheels and the track, Describing and defining these
forces requiring the knowledge of the equations describing an
impact on the selected type of contact.

As can be seen, due to the constructional limitations in-
cluding the linear motor assembly [ ] the coefficients shown
in Table 1 allow only a partial similarity to be achieved.

Table 1
Finally, there are used the following scale coefficients

Lp. Applies to dimension: The values
of scale coefficients

Symbol

1 length 4 kl

2 time 2 kt

3 density 1/2 kρ

4 frequency 1/2 kf

5 surface 16 kA

6 volume 64 kV

7 weight 32 km

8 velocity 2 kv

9 acceleration 1 ka

10 inertia forces 32 kF

11 moments of inertia 512 kI

Figure 1 shows the physical scale model. Certain elements
not seen in the picture should be commented on. Polyurethane
wheels, on which the vehicle is mounted, operate in a wheel
set with independently turning wheels.
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2. Generic Scale model of PRT vehicle in scale.

The geometry for running gear system of PRT

vehicle model

Figure 2 shows a 1:4 scale model of the PRT vehicle [10].
The origin point of coordinate system has been placed at the
rectangular projection point of the centre of gravity on the
plane of the road surface. Indicated: B – mass of the vehicle
body suspended elastically (blue), a1 – front steer axle (red),
a2 – rear steer axle (red), aLP1, aLP2 – steering arms of ex-
ternal rollers (green), LP1, LP2 – internal rollers of left-front
quarter of the vehicle (black), LPZ – external roller of the left
front quarter of the vehicle (black), WLP – tired wheel of the
left front quarter of the vehicle (remaining rollers and wheels
marked with indexes indicating the quarters of the vehicle).
The modelling scheme of the external rollers is structural-
ly asymmetrical. For safety reasons, the model lowers only
one system of right or left rollers. A model with lowered left
system of external rollers (shown in Fig. 2) is designed for
the analysis of motion on the left-curving tracks. The basic
geometrical dimensions are shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2. Generic model of PRT vehicle in 1:4 scale

Table 2
The basic geometric data (roller supports coordinates for the left front
quarter – the vehicle is symmetrical relative to the axis OX and OY)

Symbol Description Value [m]

L a distance between axles of vehicle wheels 0.4

D a vehicle wheelbase 0.2

r a dynamic tyre radius 0.05

P the centre of gravity [0 0 0.0275]

A The centre of the front [0.2 0 0.05]

D the centre of the rear [−0.2 0 0.05]

LP1 Roller 1 left front [0.29 0.136 0.05]

LP2 Roller 2 left front [0.11 0.136 0.05]

LPZ External roller left front [0.2 0.146 0.05]

LP3 Support 3 left front [0.25 0.075 0.05]

LP4 Support 4 left front [0.15 0.075 0.05]

RLP The wheel centre left front [0.2 0.1 0.05]

3. Kinematical analysis of bend curvature

of the guide rail

The aim of kinematic calculations is to examine the proper-
ties of geometric paths of movement of the vehicle rollers,

which is treated as a rigid body. It is assumed, that the centre
point of mass of vehicle moves along the set curve, and the
steering axles of vehicle are setting radially along the bend
radius. To describe the return curve, a segment of the circular
arc is used or a Track Transition Curve (biclothoid).

Figure 3 shows the geometric assumptions for the analysis
of kinematic paths of movements for the vehicle at selected
points for cornering. The curve marked “1” is a fragment
of a circular arc connecting the O start point with the Z
end point of the turn. To draw the arc it has been assumed
OX = 2 m, angle of return αZ = 45◦. A radius of the
circular arc R = 2.82 m. Fulfilling the condition of radial
positioning the vehicle with a length l = 0.4 m in this arc re-
quires a symmetric turn of both vehicle axles with a steering
angle αa = 4.05◦. Curve “2” is a Track Transition Curve (bi-
clothoid). A twist of vehicle axles takes place on the longest
road section (the velocity of axles twisting is the smallest).
The K point is where symmetric clothoids are stuck togeth-
er. At this point the steering angle of the vehicle axle (in
conditions of radial setting in a bend) reaches the maximum
value 2αa = 8.10◦. (In the calculations there have been used
generally known dependencies).

Fig. 3. Trajectories of movement of the point of vehicle centre: 1 –
circular arc, 2 – Track Transition Curve (biclothoid) of a constant

turning velocity of the vehicle both axles

Figure 4 shows fragments of trajectories of the selected
rollers (of the vehicle treated as a rigid body) travelling on the
Track Transition Curve (biclothoid) (chart “3” Fig. 3). A turn
to the left requires a constant contact of the left front internal

Fig. 4. Segments of trajectories of the vehicle selected rollers (the
centre of gravity P moves along the Track Transition Curve (bi-

clothoid) – curve “2” Fig. 3)
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roller with the rail edge. For this reason it has been assumed
that the track edge is a specified LPZ curve (Fig. 4). The re-
sults show that the placement of rollers (Table 2) is correct as
none of the shown trajectories intersect with the LPZ curve
describing the assumed edge of the rail. There are no geo-
metric obstacles for the radial setting of vehicle in a bend,
where this may contribute to a symmetric working together
of rollers with the rail edge and to the correct dynamics of
the motion in a bend.

4. Dynamic model of a PRT vehicle

The purpose of developing a dynamic model is a description
of the vehicle motion based on the knowledge of forces acting
on it. The 1:4 generic scale model of a PRT vehicle is shown
in Fig. 2. Figure 5 shows the generic model of the body panel
suspension on the vehicle axle. Marked: a – the axle of wheels
(parallel to OX axis of the vehicle reference system Fig. 2), d
– longitudinal axis of the vehicle body (parallel to OY axis of
the vehicle reference system Fig. 2), A – suspension point of
the body chassis on the axle of wheels. It has been assumed
that the axle of the wheels has a movement with 3 degrees of
freedom relative to the body chassis: revolute 1 – a rotation
relative to the d axis (deviation roll//roll deviation), revolute 2
– a rotation relative to the h axis (deviation yaw) and pris-
matic 1 – a linear displacement along the haxis. The range
of movement is limited by elastic forces and damping of the
model. Marked: cr1, cr2, kr1, kr2 – torsional elasticity and
damping, cp1, kp1 – linear elasticity and damping. Figure 6
shows the generic model of a guide roller for the PRT vehicle.
The model consists of the following elements: 1 – a point of
the roller, 2 – a point of the rail marker (a potential point of a
roller contact with a rail), 3 – a point moving along a setpoint
curve, 4 – a guide rail, 5 – limiting degrees of freedom for
the movement of the roller point relative to the rail marker,
limiting to the condition of movement on the ZOX plane of
the vehicle chassis as a local reference system, 6 – a roller
arm, 7 – an elastic and damping element with nonlinear char-
acteristics, cpr, kpr – nonlinear elasticity and damping, dr

– a distance of the roller point relative to the tangent to the
rail edge, l – a curve of the roller edge, λ – a tangent to the rail

Fig. 5. Suspension model

Fig. 6. Roller model

edge in a potential contact point. The model generates the
contact forces if the roller material point passes to a negative
half-plane defined by the tangent line λ. A modelled contact
force has two components: normal and tangential. Figure 7

Fig. 7. Structure of calculation model of roller contact forces
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shows only the actuator 7 used to generate a normal force.
A tangential force, modelling resistance forces of rolling a
roller at the moment of contact, is applied to the block of
roller 1 in direction of λ tangent (in such a way that a force
sense is opposite to the direction of motion).

The structure of a simulation model of the roller system is
shown in Fig. 7. The symbols of elements are the same as in
Fig. 6. Additional calculation blocks are marked: 8 – a calcu-
lation block for the rolling resistance of roller bearings at the
moment of contact, 9 – a control block defining a roller-rail
distance relative to a tangent of motion curvature in a point
of contact.

Operating principle of the roller calculation block is illus-
trated in Fig. 8: a) distances of rollers, relative to the tangent
to the rail edge curvature at the point of a potential contact,
b) contact force of rollers on the rail edge. The charts are
marked: “1” – LP1 roller, “2” – LP2 roller, “3” – LPZ roller.
A radial contact force (representing the force of the roller on
the rail is created under the elastic-damping impact causing a
minimal deformation of the rail edge – symbols t1, t2 and t3
indicate moments when of the individual rollers are in contact
with a rail edge. In moments of contact there are also calcu-
lated tangential forces (not shown in the picture), modelling
the rolling resistances of roller bearings.

a)

b)

Fig. 8. Instantaneous simulation waveforms illustrating the rollers
operation: a) a distance of rollers against the tangent to the curva-
ture of the rail edge at the point of potential contact, b) a contact

force of rollers on the rail edge

5. Model parameters

Dynamic parameters are adopted on the basis of the design
made in Catia. The basic geometrical dimensions are shown
in Table 2. In addition, it has been assumed that the ve-
hicle weight is mP = 20 kg, and the torques relative to
the fundamental rotation axes are equal to: Jxx = 1 kgm2,
Jyy = 1 kgm2, Jzz = 1 kgm2. The values of elastic – damp-
ing elements are put together in Table 3. The MBS simu-
lation model has been made in SimMechanics programme.
A library simulation model of wheel and tyre developed

by TNO. The tyre parameters are described with a file
’TNO express tyre PRT.tir’, enabling an individual selection
of values. For a tyre with a radius R0 = 0.05 m and a width
d0 = 0.02 m, the following values are applied for elasticity
and damping in the vertical direction cv = 1850000 N/m,
kv = 5000 Ns/m.

Table 3
Basic elastic-damping elements

Symbol Value

cr1 300 N/rad

cr2 15 N/rad

kr1 20 Ns/rad

kr2 1 Ns/rad

cpr 40 kN/m

kpr 3.5 kNs/m

6. Conditions of calculating

For the cornering conditions – external rollers take over
driving a vehicle. A motion curvature profile determines the
inertia forces accumulation, acting as a primary reason of
contact. A corner profile can be described using curve nodes
of the roller edges. In the model presented there are divided
two basic types of curves: circular arc or biclothoid (Fig. 3).
The physical model of vehicle never has right and left exter-
nal rollers lowered at the same time. The system of external
rollers is structurally asymmetrical for selected turning di-
rections (turning left or right). Therefore, the models can be
defined for example left- or right-rotating. Further asymmetry
of the model gear-system may relate to for example limitation
of steering freedom of vehicle wheel axles. Consideration of
these limitation may lead to identifying the following specific
models of a vehicle: a model with a rigid axles of wheels, a
model with rear rigid axle and front steering axle, a model
with both steering axles. Additional differences in modelling
may concern the assumed initial conditions of movement. In
relation to the track axis, the initial position of the vehicle
body can be co-axial, torsional or shifted.

7. The simulation results

For carrying out simulation tests, it is assumed that the re-
quired trajectory is composed of three parts: a straight section
of 2 m length entry, a bend with 45◦ return angle on the lon-
gitudinal section OX = 2 m (for which the curvature graph
is shown in Fig. 3) and a straight section of 2 m length exit.
It is assumed that the vehicle moves with a constant velocity
v = 1 m/s. The required curvatures of rail edges and track
centre resulting from earlier studies of kinematics (the results
of which are shown in Fig. 4). Figure 9 shows a schematic
diagram of the position of the simulation model blocks at the
time ts = 3.4 s. Marked: P – a geometric centre point of
chassis block (corresponding to the vehicle gravity centre), A
– a centre point of the front steering axle a1, D – a centre
point of the rear steering axle, λ1 – a curve representing an
edge of the left rail, λ2 – a curve representing an edge of
the right rail, λ0 – a curve representing a hypothetical centre
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of the track, n1 – a perpendicular line to the curvature of
track axis centre passing through the A point – a centre of
the front steering axle, n2 – a perpendicular to the curvature
of the track axis centre passing through the D point centre of
the rear steering axle, n0 – a perpendicular to the curvature
of the track axis centre passing through the P point a geomet-
ric centre of the vehicle chassis body, ψA – a turn angle of
n0 perpendicular. The markings enable the specifying of the
state variables describing the position of vehicle blocks just
like it is done in the description of the rail vehicle dynamics,
namely: y1 – a distance of the point A of the front axle centre
from the λ0 track centre, ψ1 – a front axle deviation angle a1

from the n1 perpendicular, y2 – a distance of the point D of
the rear axle centre from the λ0 track centre, ψ2 – a rear axle
deviation angle a2 from the n2 perpendicular, y0 – a distance
of the P point – a geometric centre of the vehicle chassis
body from the λ0 track centre, ψ0 – a deviation angle of the
chassis block axis from the required motion direction. The
values of A, D and P point coordinates for the simulation
moment are presented in the description of Fig. 9.

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram of the simulation model position at the
time ts = 3.4 s. The values of the state variables are P (x = 3.339,
y = 0.253) m, P (λ0 = 3.386, yP = −0.0016) m, A(x = 3.513,
y = 0.351) m, A(λ0 = 3.585, y1 = −0.0068), D(x = 3.164,
y = 0.155) m,D(λ0 = 3.1855, y2 = 0.0036) m, ψP = −59.1735◦ ,
ψA = −52.962◦ , ψD = −65.428◦ , ψ0 = −1.488◦ , ψ1 =

−3.121◦, ψ2 = 0.3265◦ .

In the position shown in Fig. 9 a vehicle is deviated from
the ideal trajectory. For this reason, LPZ and LT1 rollers are
in contact with a rail edge. Instantaneous waveforms of the
state simulation variables are illustrated by the graphs shown
in Figs. 10, 11 and 12.

Graph 10 represents the setting of vehicle axle relative to
the track centre: a) the lateral deviations, b) steering angles
relative to the perpendicular line.

Graph 11 represents instantaneous waveforms of forces in
the roller systems: a) font, b) rear.

Graph 12 represents waveforms of slip angles (sideslip
angle alpha) of the vehicle wheel tyres: a) front, b) rear.

a)

b)

c)

Fig. 10. Charts of vehicle axle settings relative to the track centre:
a) lateral deviations, b) turning angles relative to the perpendicular
line. The charts are marked: 1 – y0, 2 – y1, 3 – y2, 1 – ψ0, 2 – ψ1,

3 – ψ2

a)

b)

Fig. 11. Instantaneous waveforms of forces in the systems of rollers:
a) front, b) rear. The charts are marked: 1 – LP1, 2 – LP2, 3 – LPZ,

4 – LT1, 5 – LT2, 6 – LTZ

a)

b)

Fig. 12. Waveforms of slip angles (sideslip angle alpha) of the ve-
hicle wheels tyres: a) front, b) rear. The charts are marked: 1 – left

front, 2 – right front, 3 – left rear, 4 – right rear
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Figure 13 shows the waveforms of longitudinal slip (lon-
gitudinal slip) of the vehicle wheel tyres: a) front, b) rear.

a)

b)

Fig. 13. Waveforms of longitudinal slips of: vehicle wheel tyres: a)
front, b) rear

It is convenient to discuss the simulation results individu-
ally for each piece of the track. At the initial straight section,
the vehicle rolls have no contact with track edges (no contact
forces from rollers work on the vehicle). A vehicle moves
freely due to the expected clearances of the roller-rail sys-
tems. Nevertheless, the vehicle does not move strictly along
the ideal centre of the track. The initial sections of the graphs
in Fig. 10a describe a minimal increase of the vehicle lateral
deviation. It should be noted that on the longer road section
the vehicle will reach the state of “sticking” to the rail edge.

At the moment of entry into the turn, the LPZ roller has
contact with the rail edge as the first. It causes a short impulse
of contact force resulting in a rotation of the vehicle chassis
body, however without visible turning of the front and rear
wheels (in this time the values of graphs in Fig. 9b are simi-
lar). Turning of the front and rear wheels occurs with a certain
time delay (when the charts in Fig. 9b continue “spreading
out”). A moment of entering the turn is followed by entering
into the first transition curve (clothoid), then followed by an
exit of the turn along the other transition curve. It is followed
by a systematic increase and then by a drop of LPZ roller
contact strength. Oscillations are seen of the steering angles
of vehicle wheel axle relative to the respective normal to the
curvature of the track centre. There is a visible tendency to set
a vehicle in the curvature arc shown earlier in Fig. 8. In this
setting, the vehicle axle is twisted relative to the movement
direction, and LPZ and LT1 rollers provide a contact with the
rail edge. The values of angles of twist of the vehicle wheel
axle, relative to the normal to the movement curvature, are
very important from the point of view of the expected wear
of the wheel tread. Figure 10b and 11a show a mutual cor-
relation the discussed values of torsion angles of the front
axle and slip angles of front wheels, Fig. 10b and 11a – of
steering angles of the rear axle and slip angles of rear wheels.
It is worth noting that the maximum value for the required
steering angle of wheel axles of the defined turn (at point K
– Fig. 3) is 2αa = 8.10◦. A vehicle without front and rear
steering axles could reach such a value of the maximum slip
angle. The resultant value for the maximum slip angle of front
wheels (in Fig. 12a approx. 3.75◦) is less than this value.

The final part of the movement is the exit from the bend
on the straight section. In this fragment of movement, the
vehicle moves away from the left edge of the rail. Lack of a
centering mechanism does not allow restoration of the vehicle
to the coaxial position.

The results obtained from the simulation show that the
PRT vehicle dynamics is qualitatively different from the dy-
namics of a rail vehicle or a car. PRT dynamics differs from
the rail vehicle dynamics due to the independence of wheels,
no profiling of wheels, no centering mechanism and driving
through a system of rollers. PRT vehicle dynamics varies from
the car dynamics in a way of entering a bend – a PRT vehi-
cle is nevertheless a rail vehicle, while a car is a man-guided
vehicle.

8. The comparative analysis

of simulation results

The simulation results are characterized conveniently with the
maximum or average values of the slip angle during cornering.
The values of the above features for the waveform shown in
Fig. 12 are: α1 max = 3.7032◦, α1 max = 2.3367◦. Figure 13
shows a graph with values of the above features characterising
the simulation results taken with differently assumed values of
the torsional elasticity cr2 of the vehicle wheel axle (The cal-
culations shown in para 8 are made by taking cr2 = 15 N/rad
– see Table 3).

Fig. 14. Graphs of the maximum value (1) and of the slip angle
average (2) as a torsional elasticity function of the front axles

The minimum value of the maximum slip angle is
achieved by assuming cr2 = 7.5 N/rad. This is also a lim-
iting value for the range of elasticity values under which you
can count on overcoming a bend with stability. For values
less than the specified value, the model becomes unstable.
One of the reasons for this state is that there are rolling resis-
tance forces of the rollers. For the value cr2 = 5 N/rad, the
simulation results are shown in Figs. 15, 16 and 17.

Figure 15 presents positions of the vehicle axle relative to
the track centre: a) lateral deviation, b) steering angles relative
to the normal.

Figure 16 shows instantaneous waveforms of forces in the
systems of rollers: a) front, b) rear.

Figure 17 represents waveforms of slip angles (sideslip
angle alpha) of vehicle wheel tyres: a) front, b) rear.
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a)

b)

c)

Fig. 15. Graphs of positions of the vehicle axle relative to the track
centre in the model with parameter cr2 = 5 N/rad: a) lateral devia-
tion, b) steering angles relative to the normal. Graphs are marked: 1

– y0, 2 – y1, 3 – y2, 1 – ψ0, 2 – ψ1, 3 – ψ2

a)

b)

Fig. 16. Instantaneous waveforms of forces in assemblies of rollers in
a model with the parameter cr2 = 5 N/rad: a) front, b) rear. Charts
are marked: 1 – LP1, 2 – LP2, 3 – LPZ, 4 – LT1, 5 – LT2, 6 – LTZ

a)

b)

Fig. 17. Waveforms of slip angles (sideslip alpha) of vehicle wheel
tyres in a model with the parameter cr2 = 5 N/rad: a) front, b) rear.
Graphs are marked: 1 – left front, 2 – right front, 3 – left rear, 4 –

right rear

The results obtained show the presence of significant tor-
sional vibrations to the vehicle model elements when over-
coming the bend. Of particular note is the oscillatory nature
of instantaneous waveforms of the front axle steering angle,
contact forces of rollers and slip angle of the tyres.

9. Final remarks

The results presented show the direction of the required de-
sign modifications. No doubt, attention should be paid to the
parameters of driving vehicle on the track (guiding rollers,
parameters for their contact with the track) in order to reduce
vibrations and slipping when driving on the curved track.
Driving with the proposed design is different from the clas-
sic vehicle, in which the driving is characterised through the
contact phenomena of the profiled steel rail-wheel with the
profiled rail. It should be emphasized that the phenomena gen-
erated by the simulation model corresponds to the qualitative
analysis phenomena observed in the physical scale model.
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